
ST440 STEP FRAME 
LOW LOADER

The Higher Standard.

The New Sterling 44T Step Frame Low Loader is a new 
innovation for Sterling, building on our success with Rigid 
Plant Bodies. It has been developed due to customer demand 
for a Trailer Supplier manufacturing to the ‘Higher Standard’. 
Initially available as a Tri-Axle 13.6M Trailer, with 4.0M 
Double Flip Ramps, and with a range of options to suit 
general plant and access haulage requirements.



OVERVIEW
Initially available as a Tri-Axle 13.6M 
Trailer, with 4.0M Double Flip Ramps, and 
with a range of options to suit general plant 
and access haulage requirements.

Ramps are sideways sliding which allows 
machines of all widths to be safely loaded.

It is fitted with a two-stage neck as 
standard, with a maximum loading angle 
of 9 degrees which makes it suitable for any 
plant or low ground clearance machinery.
 
In keeping with our core values, the Sterling 
design is extremely customer centred (or 
demonstrates customer collaboration), and 
includes innovative recessed lashing rings to 
ensure safer and quicker securing of loads. 

Full fall arrest systems can be specified to 
allow safe unloading on site.

Designed with creativity, craftsmanship 
and innovation it meets the needs of 
the customer, this is an exciting new 
development which will allow our customers 
to take the next step forward in the 
specification of their fleets.

WEIGHTS TABLE

RAMPS

DOUBLE BEND GOOSENECK

WINCH & FRONT BUMP BAR

SLIDE OUT HANDRAIL SYSTEM

THE HIGHER STANDARD
Our stringent Quality Assurance processes, 
combined with high quality materials and 
CE marked components, guarantee the 
reliability of the product and minimise 
down-time. Those exacting standards 
extend to our customer service too, 
the Sterling culture of integrity means 
responding quickly and keeping you 
informed at every stage of the process.

INSIGHTFUL INNOVATIONS
Intelligent additions, like our 
electro-hydraulically operated ramps, not 
only save effort, they save fuel too. That 
means lower operating costs overall. Or how 
about something you can’t put a price on? 
The unique shallow loading angle of our 
cheesewedge ramp dramatically improves 
loading safety, giving you peace of mind.

SMART DESIGN
Intelligent innovations are made all the 
better when they are easy on the eye. 
Our clean aesthetics give a visual boost 
to your brand image, hiding rams on our 
cheeswedge design and keeping overall 
clutter to a minimum.

WHY CHOOSE STERLING?
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BUILT TO LAST
Our products are built using only the finest 
and strongest materials, finished off with a 
galvanising process that ensures they stand 
the test of time. This eliminates the need 
for costly maintenance, making the cost of 
ownership lower. It also means that many 
truck manufacturers value a truck fitted 
with a Sterling body with up to 10% higher 
residual value.
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Axle type Weight

Axle 1 8000 kg

Axle 2 8000 kg

Axle 3 8000 kg

Kingpin 14000 kg

GVW 38000 kg


